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Consider a communication paradigm in which n players each have value 1 initially. When 
two players with values a and b communic&e on a move their values both become a + 6. For n 
even, let f (n) and h(n) be the minimum number and maximum number of moves required to 
reach the position where all n values equal n (which is rcac ‘gable when n + 6). Then 
h(n) -$iigfi anCf(n)sn- 2 + Ig n. Furthermore, f(n) < n + Ig n + Ig Ig n + l - l for an infin- 
ite sequence of special values of n, and for arbitrary even n, f(n) en + O((lgn)‘). This 
question is motivated by the probkm of gossiping without duplicate transmission. 
We consider several extremal problems associated with a communication 
paradigm we ca’il the ““addition game”. Begin with n players each having value 1. 
On each move, two players communicate, and at the end of the move each has 
value equal to the sum of their previous values. The object of the game is to 
reach the position where every player has value n, and to do so with the 
minimum (or aximum) number of moves. Note that players reach value n in 
pairs, so the game is infeasibfe wkn n is odd. A short ‘search of possibilities 
shows it is also infeasible when n = 6, but we shall see shortly that it is feasible for 
all other even U. 
r even n, let f(n) be the minimum number of 
sition in the addition 
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asymptotic to an Eg n, that f(n) 3 n -2+Ign, that f(n)sn +lgn +lglgn + l 9. 
for an infinite sequence of special values of n, and that in general f(n) E n -I 
0( (lg n)“). This can be improved to n + O((lg n)“) by a difficult and lengthy 
proof, which we omit. 
We originally investigated the addition game as an abstraction of the problem 
of gossipiIig without duplicate transmissions. In that problem the players start 
with distinguishable units (of “gossip”), and when two communicate they tell 
each other everything they know. In the final position each player must have 
received a copy of each unit exactly once. The addition game removes the 
distinctness restriction. Any feasible sequence of calls for the gossip problem is a 
feasible sequence of moves for the addition game. Letting g(n) (resp. k(n)) be 
the minimum (resp. maximum) number of calls in a gossiping scheme without 
duplicate transmissions, we thus have f(n) 6 g(z) c k(n) s h(n). 
The feasibility question for the gossip problem was lilon-trivial. Like the 
addition game, it is infeasible when n is odd or equals 6, and not much effort is 
needed to show it is also infeasible when n E { 10, 14, 18). Its feasibility for all 
multiples of 4 was noted originally in [ 11, and for the remaining even values of n 
in 121. This shows that the addition game is feasible for even n when 
n $ i6, 10, 14, 18}, and schemes are easily exhibited for n E { 10, 14, 18). 
The inductive gossiping scheme given in [l] (see [5]) uses in lg n + O(n) calls, 
and the scheme in [2] can also be modified easily to use this many calls. As 
mentioned above, this gives a lower bound for h(n), which we show optimal. For 
the minimization problem, [S] showed g(n) s $n - 6 when n = 0 (mod 4), which 
[3] proved optimal. [3] also showed g(n) = zn - 4 f 3 when n = 2 (mod 4). IIence 
f(n) is linear, iU as noted above the correct constant is 1. ([4] generalized the 
linear scheme to k-party gossiping without duplication.) 
The addition game and the gossip problem as described above are special cases 
of a more general addition game. Consider parameters n, m, d, with n divisible 
by d. Start each of the n players with a canonical basis vector in d dimensions, 
with n/d players getting each vector. &Ioves consist of replacing the vectors held 
by each of two players by the sum of those vectors. In the desired final position, 
each player has the vector m The original addition game is the case d = 1 and 
m = n, while the problem of gossiping without duplication is the case d = n and 
m = I. Again we say the game is feasible if the final position is reachable, and that 
any sequence of moves doing so sslves the game. We call this the (n, YT, d) 
addition game, or simply the fn, m) addition game if d = 1, 
AS usual, feasibility requires n even. If n/d and d ane both even (and 
sufficiently large), the (n, n/d, d) addition game is solved by the following 
scheme. First apply the addition game to the n/d players having each basis 
V players into n/d sets of size d using one from each group, 
a scheme n jd times. The total number of calls used is 
*f( 
C!Sli is cvew more i =I and ,u;z7+. 
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example, when n = 4 and m #7,11, it appears that the game always has 
solutions. The truth of this conjecture would yield f(n) E n + 
discussed in Section 4, which partially explains the omission of the lengthy proof 
of f(n) E n + o((lg n)“) mentioned above. The feasibility question for d = 1 and 
general m, n, i.e., moving tz players from value 1 to value m, was first posed by 
Richards. 
In Section 2 we prove the constraints claimed for f(n) and h(n), and in 
Sections 3 and 4 we provide near-optimal constructions for f(n). 
2. Csws tsonf 
I 
First, the maximization problem. 
moves. 
h(n) s in lg n, which is asymp totical& optimal. More generally, for 
addition game with d = 1, any feasible sequence takes at most in lg 1n 
roof. As noted in the introduction, schemes taking asymptotically this many 
moves already exist, and we need only show we cannot use more. The proof we 
present here, sholfier than the pigeonhole argument origi_lally found by the 
authors, is due to Ziegler for the case m = n. 
Let the product of the players’ values after the tth move be CE,. Suppose the 
values of two players are a and b before they move together. ,%y the 
arithmetic-geometric mean ineijiiality , ffi -L hb/” \U 7 V/\Lc -+b)=2ab+a2+b’B4ab. 
Therefore, regardless of the choice of move, ar, > 4a;+ Since the initial and final 
values of cy are 1 and m”, the number of moves is at most lo& m" = $z lg m. 0 
Now consider the least number of moves to reach the final position. 
2. f(n)Wz-2+lgn. 
tit at be the s’rlm of the players’ values after move t. We have cuo = n, and 
the final value of cy is n2. On any move, the gain in Q equals the value each 
participant in the move has at the end of the move, Wence any move that finishes 
two players has a gain of ~1, and no move has gain more than n. Also, the greatest 
gain is always achieved by moving the two farthest yeas. After [lg In] moves, 
the total value is at most n - 2 + 2(2L’g inI) S 2n - 2. nce there muss be at least 
( n2 - 2n + 2)/n moves remsining after t 
This bound is surprisingly close to optimal and 
The closeness to optimality is surprising beta 
because consistently moving to obtain the greatest 
surprisingly hard to improve - 
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to a sequence of &z lg 12 moves. On the other hand, since the scheme suggested by 
the argument clearly cannot be attained, it should be possible to improve this 
bound, perhaps to show that the construction of the next section is optimal. 
n . 
We consider Q ,, u special sequence of values, recursively defined. 
Define ak by a1 = 4, ak = 2”“-’ + a&i for k a 2. Then f (i&) 6 ak -I- 
~n+ign+lglgrt-i-~~~forn=ak. 
Note that ak_ I = lg(& - ak_ 1) S lg ak) and that for It = 4 it is easy to 
complete the game in 4 moves. Let M = ak -I- l e. . + al. For k > 1, we specify an 
explicit sequence of M moves for II = a& To describe the state of the game after 
any move, we use the format ($1 l l . I%&; t), where ul, . . . , uk is 8 list of Values 
(also called “positions”) currently held by players, ml, . . . , mk are the cor- 
responding multiplicities of players holding those values or positions, and t is the 
total number of moves made so far. The initial state is (i; O), and the final state in 
a minimal sequence is (z; f (n)). It is natural to combine several such descriptions 
in a single table; each line of the table give a populrrion distribution over the 
values indicated by the columns. 
The general strategy is to develop two players rapidly by moving them with 
each other to a large value, then moving them with unstarted players (plajers at 
position 1, also called new players) till reaching the end. The leaders move one 
unit on each wave of these latter moves, but the number of leaders doubles on 
each wave.. If the initial leaders start by doubling their position together k times, 
this would solve thl; pr~!Aem if n - 2k = lg n - 1, and approximately achieve the 
bound of Theorem 2. Unfortunately, no choice of n, k satisfies this equation. 
Nevertheless, for n = ak as defined above, we will combine several phases of this 
type. In each phase, we leave two pla yers along the way that we gather up in the 
next phase, to help the next phase to work. 
Phase 1. ake a& 1 moves on two new players, reaching the position indicated 
by line 1 of Table 1. atching each of these with new players twice yields the 
next two lines; note t we are leaving two players behind.. Phase 1 ends with 
ak_l- 2 steps of matching all the leading players with new players. The number 
ayers doubles each time till v is reached. The game position is 
the last line of the :ab?e. p? -& = 2”‘-’ + a&+ this equals 
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Table 1. Phase 1 of the scheme for special n 
1 
p-1 + 1= 2uk-1 + a k-l 
2ak-l n-a,_,+1 2”k-’ + 2 =n Total moves 
ak -2 2 0 0 
ak -4 0 4 0 
a,-6 0 2 4 
ak 
-2*k-K-2 () 2 0 
0 
0 
0 
2ak-I 
ak-l 
a&l + 2 
a&* +4 
ak-1 + zak-’ 
Table 2. Phase 2 of the scheme for speriai n 
1 zakei n-ak_j,.l+l n-ak_,+l n-ak_,+2 n Total moves 
%j+l-2 0 2 0 0 fl--C(k-j+l M' 
ak-j+l -4 2 2 0 0 n -Ok-j+i M’ +tlk_j 
ak-j+l -4 0 0 4 0 n -ak-j+l M’+Clk_j+z 
Qk-j+i -6 0 0 2 4 n -ok-j+1 hf’+lZk_j+d 
ak_j+a-2qk-j-2 0 0 2 0 n-ak_j+,+-2ak-j M'+a k~ _.-~2"~-~ 
the basis for induction on j. For the induction step, consider Table 2. The 
induction hypothesis guarantees reaching the position of line 1, where W = 
z j-2 a i=O k-i, the previous number of moves. Make a&j moves 0-1 two new players 
together and match them with the two leftover piayers from the previous phase to 
get the positions of lines 2 and 3. Match two of the resulting players with new 
players to reach line 4. Finally, as in Phase 1, complete this with al. -j - 2 steps of 
matching all leading unfinished players with new players, reaching line 5. This 
position is thesame as (ok_f_21 n-“$-j+l l,_nak_j; C{;&Q_J, as desired. 
Phase 3. At the end of Phase 2, we have j = k - 2. With a2 = 20, the position is 
( 1 1 v9 I n .!f20; M - 24); note that as j increased the position of the two leftover 
p:yers moved cloer to ra. Next we make 4 = ap moves with two new players and 
then combine them with the previously ieftover players, as in early phases, 
yielding (/‘I n G3 In &; jV - ase is different because we must leave 
leftover players in two positions. The remaining moves can be read from the 
Table 3. Phase 3 of the scheme for special n 
1 2 n-3 n-2 n-l- n Total moves 
14 a, 2 4 0 n-20 M-16 
12 0 2 2 4 n - 20 - 14 
8 0 2 2 0 n - 12 M- 10 
4 4 2 2 0 
4 2 2 0 0 
4 0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 
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positions indicated by successive lines in Table 3, completing the proof that 
f(n) G M -when r, = a&. !I! 
As mentioned in the introduction, if we could solve the general addition game 
for (n, r”pz, d) = (4, m, 1) with m + 7, 11, we could prove f (n) E n + O((lg n)‘)- We 
discuss this here to motivate the general construction. 
Suppose n is divisible by 4 and n = c 2’i, with all ci 2 2. Suppose also that 
n - ci + 2 # 7, 11 for all i, which holds for n 2 14. For each i, move 4 players by 
themselves to n - ci + 2, and follow this with Ci - 2 steps of matching all the 
leaders to new players, as in the proof of Theorem 3. This moves 2” players to 
value n. By Theorem 1, the moves in the initial phase total at most 2c lg(n - Ci b- 2). 
The latter phase has a move for each unstarted player after the first phase, i.e., 
n - 4k moves, where n was expressed as a sum of k powers. We get 
f(n)Sn +k(2Ign --4)Wz +2(lgn)*- 8 lg n + 8, since each such n is expressible 
with at most lg n - 2 powers of 2. 
Qn the other hand, if n = 2 (mod 4)) we must be more careful. Values through 
18 can be considered explicitly. Beyond that, we express n - r as a sum of powers 
of 2 as above, where r is the smallest odd multiple of 2 satisfying r 2 
max{22,2 lg n}. We move n - r players to n as above. For the remaining players, 
express n as the sum of exactly $f powers of 2 (as detailed later), and move the r 
players in pairs so the sum of all their values will be exactly n in this way. By the 
result of [3] mentioned earlier, there is a sequence of $p - 3.5 moves on these r 
players that puts them all at position n. Again we are using at most lg n powers of 
2 in this added step, but since we place only pairs rather than quadruples, we get 
(lg n)” additional steps, not 2(lg n)*, so f (n) G n + 3(lg n)” -t O(lg n). 
* The ideas used above are all present in our general upper bound proof. In lieu 
of the missing lemma about moving 4 player:; ?G m, we begin by proving a weaker 
lemma of a similar nature, which itself requires a numerical lemma. 
If p is an integer with 2’ up s 2*‘, then p can be expressed as the sum of 
2’ non-neiativt! powers of 2. Furthermore, the ci in p = zfCl 2’, can be chosen so 
that z ciS(‘+F”“). I 
expansion of p has at most 2’ terms; i.e., there is 
stinct powers of 2 with largest exponent ]lg p] . 
, increase the number of terms to 2’ by successively 
replacing 2’ by t’wo copies of 2’~*. Consider such a 
p]. Only the smallest 
ars at most twice, since 
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power is repeated, the sum is at most 
If a positive power 2j is repeated, consider the expression obtained by replacing 
one copy of 2j by 2 + C{r: 2’. Now 2 is the only repeated positive power and C ci 
has not decreased, so C ci is bounded by (’ + bgpJ) + 1. owever, equ&y requires 
j-2 9 
1+ 1kPJ which is impossible. Cl 
2. Suppose a and m satisfi k =G aG m + k - 2k, where k = [l + lg lg ml + 
E with .C chosesz as 0 or 1 so that m - (a - k) is even. Then we can solve the (2O, m) 
addition game, using at most 2” + i(lg m)” + y lg m moves. 
roof. First write m - 
Since m G 22k-’ 
(a - k) as the sum of exactly 2”-’ positive powers of 2. 
, 2k s m - (a - k), and nz - (a - k) is even, we can apply Lemma 
1 to $(m - (a - k)) with I = k - 1 to wri.te m - (a - k) = CFLy 2ci with ci positive 
and C (ci - 1) s ( lJ3$). Now, for each i we move two players to position 2”i-’ 
with ci - 1 moves. This yields a set of 2k players with values summing to 
m - (a - k). This phase uses at most ( llgTJ) moves. 
Navt A’lbdlbb ‘we use a secpeme of moves on these players that corresponds to a 
minimal seque*fa 11WW solving the gossip problem without duplicat .: transmission for 
2k gossips. The value held by each player in this set reaches each other player 
e exactly once, so at the end of these 42 k - 6 moves we have 2k players at position 
m - (a - k). 
Finally, a - k rounds of matching all the leaders with new players puts all 2” 
players at position m. This step uses 2” - 2k moves, since each move here starts a 
new player. Since 2k-’ G 4 lg m, the total number of moves over all three phases 
is less than 
2a+ kml ( > 2 +z2kG2u+ ~(lgm)2+~lgm. 0 
Now, we can attack f(z) itself. The idea is to move players to n in bunches of 
size 2”’ by using Lemma 2, and then handle the leftover players separately. 
. f(n) < n + (lg n)’ + 22(lg n)” + y lg n + O(1). 
Besides the bunches of size 2”, we will have r leftover players. 
precisely, we want to write n in the fo n = r + Cizl 2a1 with restrictions th 
make the steps in the scheme -work. e restrictions are ai 3 k and 6 lg n > r 3 
e reason for the restriction ai 2 k is to 
mma 2 to solve the (2”$ n) addition game. e do not need the E of 
. I.e., if /2; = rt;, t if ai > d&, 
ote that 21gn G2k<41gn. 
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To choose the ai’s, begin with the binary expression for n, in which 2” is the 
smallest erm with c 2 k. If the sum of the smaller terms is less than 2 lgn, we 
must include more, but putting 2” into r may be too much. The solution is to 
replace 2’ by 2’-’ + l l l + 2k+1 + 2k + 2k. Now the large terms, including one copy 
of 2k, are the 2%, and the small terms, including the other copy of 2k, strm to r. 
Since 2k 2 2 lg n, we have r 2 2 lg n. For Zarge enough n, this also guarantees 
r > 22, which is the reason for O(1) in the statement of the theorem. 
For the upper bound on r, we have r c 2k < 4 lg n if the replacement was not 
needed, because r is then the sum of distinct powers of 2 less than 2k. On the 
other hand, if the repiacement *was needed, then r < 2 lg n + 2k < 6 ig n. We also 
have the upper bound t < 2 lg n, since the binary expansion starts with at most 
Ig n terms and breaking down 2” introduces less than lg n additional terms. 
aving obtained the desired bounds, we can present and analyze the scheme. 
First, use Lemma 2 for each ai to move set of 2@ players to position n ; this is the 
reason for a i 3 k. For the remaining r players, express n as the sum of r/Z positive 
powers of 2; the fact that r 2 2 lg n ensures that this is possible. Given the 
expression  = CiE, 2’i, move a pair to each 2”-* (r/2 instances of at most ig n 
moves). Finaiiy, apply g(r) calls to gossip without duplication on those r players. 
Altogether, the number of move3 is at most 
22 Oi+t. 3 l (lg n)2 + #!ib + r)lg n + zr. 
The upper bounds on t and r complete the proof. 0 
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